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Appendix A Community Housing Fund – summary of spending plans

Copeland Borough Council  –  March 2017 

Intended use of the Fund – revenue support to groups  
We will ensure resources are available for groups to access specialist support to explore and 
develop a range of models and opportunities.  We have one group in a position to access this funding 
quickly and anticipate at least one other in the first year able to use these resources to explore ideas.  We 
see this funding as an opportunity for local groups including parishes to explore an approach that 
encourages creative and locally relevant solutions alongside enabling capacity building.  In 
Copeland we will need to direct resources to encourage engagement and identify communities 
willing to engage and then ensure access to technical support.   We will procure a technical team 
framework either in Copeland specifically or through a joint approach in Cumbria.  Groups will be 
able to request technical support resources either through this framework or to procure their own advice 
and professional support.  We are keen to ensure communities are assisted with viability and feasibility 
studies relating to projects, particularly where there is no or limited existing capacity locally within the 
community led model being developed.   We will aim to link with other funds to ensure best use of this
resource. 

Intended use of the Fund – capital 
Copeland has an aspiration set out in its housing strategy to strengthen our housing mix to underpin 
sustainable settlements.  Our community led housing plan expects to enable two additional homes in the 
first year, and another two to four in the next two years.  It is difficult to state this with certainty at this 
stage as it relies on a range of local factors which have yet to be mobilised.

Recognising that the first year is more around capacity building, awareness, investigation of 
opportunities and early development we have one project that we expect a community group to 
develop in Eskdale Valley refurbishing an existing building to provide two homes.  We expect to provide 
enabling and refurbishment grants and technical assistance in this first year.
We anticipate the spend on capital will increase year on year and will be used for a creative and locally 
relevant mix of affordable housing, mixed tenure and key worker accommodation. Our plan will:

 Look at opportunities where small sites have been allocated in Copeland and the Lake 
District National Park local plans which could benefit from this approach;

 Help to secure land or building opportunities and enabling grants to progress;
 Contribute and offer catalyst funding for a range of routes and mechanisms including

o Rural developments of under 4 units;
o Renovations or sub dividing existing properties possibly on a co-housing or 

partnership approach;
o Bringing empty homes into a community led approach and into permanent 

residential use;
o Local land purchase and banking within a community – this could be via 

Community land trust approaches in a small distinct neighbourhood or across a 
wider area of the borough;

o A vehicle to encourage landowners to release land where perpetuity of tenure can 
be assured;

o Linking with existing developers, social, community and private.

We would like to use the fund to create a small revolving loan fund to enable a sustainable approach for 
this limited resource and where other partners, including Moorside and other growth opportunities, may 
be able to engage in assisting and sustaining this approach.  This will be considered during the first year of 
activity.  In particular, we will aim for some capital grant to be repaid and recycled if some schemes are part 
funded by market housing cross subsidy sales.
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Intended use of the Fund – joint plans across your sub-region
Early discussions between the four Cumbrian districts receiving the funding, the local rural community 
service body, ACT (Action in Cumbria), and the Lake District National Park has highlighted a potential for a 
collaborative community housing hub approach, including digital on line resources.  We are currently 
sharing information, materials, case examples and good practice.  We expect joint plans to be developed 
during the first year of delivery which may include a shared enabling service.

Advice obtained
We have linked with ACT and a community led housing and CLT (community land trust) specialist to 
investigate the opportunities and opportunities from this resource and develop this plan.   This specialist 
CLT adviser, affiliated to the CLT Network, has provided case input in line with the previous role as CLT 
Officer for Cumbria leading to around 50 CLT homes.  The information and support in preparing our 
approach picked up a range of support around CLH models, funding, company forms, approach to viability, 
CLT Network support which will be part of the Hub approach needed as we implement.   
We are linking and working with the Lake District National Park where we have specific affordability issues 
in our deep rural settlements.  We will be discussing our CLH approach at three key partnership meetings to 
share and shape the detail of the Plan and finalise the delivery arrangements for 2017/18.  These are the 
Copeland Housing Partnership with our RPs and other housing partners and our three tier and locality 
partnerships building on the locality and community planning framework in the borough.  

Existing local activity
There are currently no CLH groups in Copeland.  There has been a successful self-build scheme with housing 
association affordable element on Council owned land in Whitehaven.  We are aware of a) community
planning ideas and discussions at parish level, b) a community based scheme within Eskdale and c) local 
exploration of housing requirements around older persons and extra care in some areas.   Our recently 
established self-build register currently has a small number of interested individuals.  

Intended use of the Fund – developing your plans for the fund 
We recognise the value of community led housing as an opportunity within all our neighbourhoods 
particularly our smaller rural settlements.  Identifying early interventions will be key to 
building local confidence as will ensuring capacity building and technical resources are available.  In scoping 
Copeland issues we are keen to use the resource on solution focussed approaches.  

In the first year, we will focus on a borough wide awareness promotion and focused community 
engagement using our existing community/ locality infrastructure.   We plan to recruit a project worker to 
provide the necessary capacity to drive this agenda and engagement approach.   This will enable residents 
and communities to a) seriously consider the opportunity of a community led housing approach; 
b) build capacity with local groups interested in developing themselves to be able to set up and run a 
project and c) link within and across localities to progress ideas and development plans.  

We will develop written resources and events to ensure community groups, Parish and Town Councils have 
a good understanding of the full range of community led housing and link to local project development 
support from specialists and partner organisations to scope projects.  All these resources will be through a 
hub basis at Copeland or developed at a Cumbria level.  The hub would at its core have access to personnel 
available to a) build community knowledge / identify need and possible projects, and b) link to 
development expertise.   Housing providers would be available to provide additional project development 
in partnership as required.

We intend to follow this boroughwide approach with targeted engagement, support and delivery to areas 
where second homes are a challenge for the sustainability of the community.  Having mapped our second 
home data we are aware that we have issues linked to second homes as worker accommodation for 
individuals employed in the nuclear sector in Copeland.  We plan to explore development activity by the 
project worker in those areas where we have both empty and second home impact.
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By the end of the first year, we will use our engagement outcome and development activity to set out a 
clear policy position and pipeline of actions and targeted developments for the remaining four years of the 
funding.

Other plans
Empty homes are of concern to a number of neighbourhoods and we have used HCA resources in recent 
years to bring two bungalows back into residential.  We have an existing worker, funded through New 
Homes Bonus, focused on this activity to complement and inform this plan.

We will use our joint working arrangements on our growth and housing enabling activity particularly with 
local social landlords to explore ideas with community groups and link to local landlords such as local 
alms-houses and the National Trust in working within neighbourhoods in the first year to promote and 
identify potential schemes.

We have good local links through our existing infrastructure and anticipate minimal use of the fund 
to broker linkages and partnership working.  We will use the project worker, linking with our procured
specialist advisers, to develop materials, case studies and facilitate local investigations.  These will help to 
widen the opportunities for community led housing, catalysed by this funding, from other growth 
opportunities within the borough. 


